All the Heads of schools
Affiliated with CBSE.

Subject:-Updated syllabus and Exam Structure Term wise (II term) in additional languages/subjects for classes IX & X for the academic year 2010-11-reg.

Dear Principal,

Term wise syllabus (for II term) and Exam Structure for class IX & X for the academic year 2010-11 (Oct 2010-March 2011) in the following languages/subjects are readily available on CBSE website (at CCE Corner) and it can be downloaded for necessary action.

Languages: (Classes IX & X)          Subjects: (Classes IX & X)
1. Tamil               11. Painting
2. Telugu             12. Music Carnatic
4. Malayalam
5. Kannada
6. Limboo
7. Lepcha
8. Bhutia
9. Nepali
10. Tibetan

For more details/hard copy of syllabus/SQPs etc. in respect of the above mentioned languages/subjects for II term (Oct 2010-March 2011) may kindly contact the undersigned.

Yours faithfully,

(E. DANIEL RAJU)
AEO(DR)
CBSE, 17, Rouse Avenue,
New Delhi-110002
Tel.: 011-23220158